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Silva Workstations
Silva workstations help organize workspaces in accordance
with changing number of employees. Ensuring workspaces
are organized efficiently and productively in different
business lines, Silva workstations strengthen communication
between employees and revive team spirit.
In addition to accessories and panels featured in this
collection, Silva can also be utilized with accessories from
Tools product group to establish personal workspaces and
customize workspaces for individuals. Similarly, different
Nurus storage units can be utilized along with Silva collection
to shape your office to meet your needs.

Design by Nurus D Lab
Always up-to-date with science and technology, Nurus
D-Lab designs products that are ahead of their time.
Through human-centered observation, prototyping and in
respect to trending needs and dreams, the team works
diligently. Coming up with meaningful and reflective design
solutions only marks the start of the process: From strategy
to launch and support, D-Lab manages it all. Each detail is
attended and tested through at the advanced level.

DIMENSIONS (mm)

W:80 cm Extension Desk

W:126 cm Desk

*W:80 cm. tables can be
mounted with more than one
extension tables.

W:126 cm Desk with Single Leg

W:126 cm Extension Desk

Starter
Desk

Extension
Desk

*W:126 cm. tables can be mounted with more
than one extension tables.
** W:126 cm extension table systems can be
utilized with standard Nurus nightstands instead
of L:1200 external outer legs.

DIMENSIONS (mm)

W:166 cm Desk

W:166 cm Desk with Single Leg

W:166 cm Extension Desk

Starter Desk

Extension Desk

*W:166 cm. tables can be mounted with more
than one extension tables.
** L: 1600, 1800, and 2000 cm extension table
systems can be utilized with standard Nurus
nightstands instead of outer legs with W:166 cm.
.

DIMENSIONS (mm)

W:186 cm Desk

W:186 cm Extension Desk

Starter Desk

Extension Desk

DIMENSIONS (mm)
120° Angle Triple Desk

120° Angle Senary Desk

120° Angle Octal Desk

* 120° tables can be utilized with standard Nurus nightstands instead of outer legs.

Ennead Table

DIMENSIONS (mm)

Various Configurations with Nurus Cabinet Systems

DIMENSIONS (mm)

Middle Panel and Side Panel

Middle Panel with Accessory Strip

Accessory Strip

18/8 mm Thin Middle Panel

L: -20 cm from table length.

L: -20 cm from table length.

L: -20 cm from table length.

** Can only be utilized between
double tables.

** Accessory strip can be mounted
with L: 100, 120, 140 and 160 cm
acrylic panels.

** Can be utilized in front of single
tables and between double tables.

DIMENSIONS (mm)
Middle Panel and Side Panel

18 mm Thin Side Panels

L: -20 cm from table length.

W:60 cm Table + Whatnot
Thin Side Panel

*L: Slab Length + Whatnot
Length -20 cm.

W:80 cm Table + Whatnot
Thin Side Panel

DIMENSIONS (mm)

W:90 cm Table + Whatnot
Thin Side Panel

W:110 cm Table +
Whatnot Thin Side Panel

*L: Slab Length + Whatnot
Length -20 cm.

*L: Slab Length + Whatnot
Length -20 cm.

Dimensions defined in millimetres.
Materials
Table legs are made of powder painted metal. Table slabs can be chosen from melamine, natural veneer, vinterio veneer,
or recomposed veneer. Middle panel choices include natural veneer, vinterio veneer, recomposed veneer, lacquered and
fabric.*
*Please refer to technical document for more information.
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